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Status Update

• December 2020: **IESG Review** based on -12
  – Good comments + 2 DISCUSSes with one related to the port assignment
  – Tentative to explain that the call home is a distinct service than the base DOTS signal channel
• January 2021: **Release -13** to address the IESG review
  – One DISCUSS was cleared (Roman)
  – One DISCUSS moved to ABSTAIN
  – ...but the tracker says « *Needs 4 more YES or NO OBJECTION positions to pass* »
  – Poked our AD
• May 2021
  – Shared the proposal in the WG mailing list to withdraw the IANA port request with a recommendation to use distinct ports numbers when both services terminate on the same node
  – **Release -14** to reflect the change as no objection was raised on the list
  – Poked our AD
Next Step

• IETF#111
  – Ben, can you please share with us your plans for the draft?
    • Would it be possible to schedule the draft in next IESG Telechat?
  – We hope the RFC can be published before the end of year
  – Thank you